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Abstract

The temporal-spatial coincidence of saline deposits with rifting and alkaline magmatism has now become a commonly accepted fact. The congruency of these three phenomena implies logically, their trilateral genetic interrelation. The conventional concept for the formation of saline deposits, i.e., an "evaporation process" can not be properly applied to giant saline deposits. The proposed "Volcanogenic Model" offers a genetic explanation for problems encountered. The role of alkaline and calc-alkaline magmatism in producing saline and sulfate deposits and the application of the proposed model in each case is discussed. The term "saturites" is proposed instead of "evaporites".

Introduction

The temporal-spatial coincidence of the 1) giant saline-sulfate deposits, 2) alkaline magmatism, and 3) rift systems and their associated mineral resources, like sulfides (Fe, Cu, Pb, Zn, ...) sulfates (Ca, Ba, Sr, ...), oxides (Fe, Mn, ...) and fuels (hydrocarbons) inclines one to search for a possible genetic relation between these three phenomena. It is considered that the formation of thick and extended halite, gypsum and anhydrite deposits in marine environments, for instance in the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, the Circum-Atlantic etc., can not be justified by a conventional evaporation model. In the present paper a genetic model, named here "Volcanogenic Model" is presented, which gives a genetic explanation for the temporal-spatial coincidence of the three phenomena.

Evaporation model; its defects.

It is more than a century since Ochsenius [29] first stated that the origin of fossil evaporites must be explained through a comparison with modern occurrences, despite their difference in scale. Usiglio's experiment in 1849 showed the successive precipitation of different salts in an evaporite environment. Now, after about a century, the observations, data and facts, collected from land and submarine localities indicate that the conventional evaporation model is unable to explain many of the cases encountered in nature. The "deepwater evaporite" model of Schmalz [31] and the interpretations of the association of calcium sulfates in Kuroko type sulfides [17, 40] and Black Smokers in the East Pacific Rise can be considered as attempts to surmount the defects of an evaporation model. Regrettably the passage of time and lack of any other alternative for the evaporation model has made a "dogma" of this model and this has become a barrier for more realistic interpretations about such observations in nature. In order to gain a general impression of the defects of the conventional evaporation model some notes are reviewed:

1. Precipitation of salts without an evaporation process.
   Precipitation of a salt, experimentally, is achieved
when its concentration in a given solvent exceeds its saturation limit (other parameters assumed constant). But saturation can be obtained in either of two processes: 1)– By reducing the amount of solvent via an evaporation while the total amount of dissolved salt is constant; 2)– By addition of more salt while the total amount of solvent is constant. In nature we can theoretically expect both processes. In the last century when Usiglio [41] and Ochesnius [29] developed the evaporation model as a concept for the interpretation of the genesis of saline deposits they used the data available at their time to build up the model. Despite the popularity of evaporation hypothesis and its monopolarity and dogmatic power in genetic interpretations of saline deposits it is logical to consider also the second process.

2. Coincidence of rifting-alkaline magmatism-saline deposits; evaporation model?

The temporal-spatial coincidence of continental rifting, alkaline magmatism and saline deposits is a well accepted fact [23, 36]. This suggests the possibility of a temporal-spatial trilateral genetic relationship, since the evaporite model does not offer a convincing explanation for such coincidence. Extensive attempts have been carried out to explain the genetic interrelations between rifting-alkaline magmatism and rifting-saline deposits [23]. It is astonishing however that there has apparently not been any attempt to explain the genetic relationship between alkaline magmatism and saline deposits until the present time (Figure 1).

![Scheme showing the possible genetic interrelation between Alkaline magmatism (AM), Rifting (Ri) and Saline deposits (Sa).](image)

Concerning the genetic interrelation of rifting and alkaline magmatism numerous studies in different rift systems offer a quite convincing genetic explanation [1, 2, 3, 7, 6, 12, 14, 22, 35] whereas the genetic relation between rifting and the formation of saline deposits, despite many attempts, is not satisfactorily resolved. Explanations to date are more dispersive than genetic [5, 11, 18, 19, 20, 34, 35, 37, 38] and an encompassing model which can give a convincing explanation and genetic justification for the time-space congruency of the three phenomena is missing.

3. Evaporation model and large dimensions of saline giants.

The geographical dimensions, thickness, monotony and purity of saline deposits, in all of the relevant marine basins (Red Sea, Mediterranean, Zechstein etc.) are difficult to explain by the conventional evaporation model. The total thickness of some saline deposits exceeds 2,000 meters. Considering that the deposition of only 0.75m of gypsum and 13.7m of halite demands about 1,000m water with the composition of normal modern marine water, the precipitation of 2,000m of halite and gypsum would consume more than a 150,000m of water. The thickness, purity and monotony of monomineralic saline beds, across the stratigraphic column, are such that they minimize the value of an assumption of a periodical charge of the sedimentary basin with open marine water. The accumulation of huge amounts of saline deposits, in relatively short intervals of time, for example the Upper Miocene salts of the Mediterranean and Red Sea basins, in less than two million years and thick annual varves [10] has been explained by very hypothetical interpretations. The hypothesis, which considers the saline sedimentary basins as closed basins, with a charging connecting sill to the open sea [31] is based on several variables, which can only with difficulty be justified by available facts and observations.

The total volume of saline deposits of the Earth, formed in some periods, like Upper Miocene, is anomalously high. The elimination of such amounts of material from the whole hydrosphere, in relatively short intervals, would cause a decrease of several percent of the salinity of the whole hydrosphere. There is no direct criterion indicating such a periodical decrease in the salinity of hydrosphere in such critical periods. The explanations are more hypothetical than realistic.

4. Saline deposits with incomplete, inverse or chaotic superposition.

According to the evaporation cycle one expects a normal cyclic precipitation successively of carbonates, calcium sulfate, halite, potash salt etc. [41]. There are many examples in nature which contradict this precipitation by turn. De Ruiter [9] notes the absence of sulfates and carbonates and the high proportion of carnallite in the saline deposits of the Congo basin. According to Belmonte, and others [4] the basic salt
cycle of the Congo basin begins with halite directly on a thin black shale bed. Inverse salt deposition is reported over a large part of the Congo basin by the same author. The cycles are made up of a nearly pure carnallite layer at the base, overlain by an increasingly halite section capped by pure halite. The uppermost salt unit consists of halite at the base, overlain by shale, anhydrite and dolomite, and is a cycle of decreasing solubility.

5. No modern evaporite basin is known analogous to ancient marine saline deposits.

At the present time no modern mega-basin, analogous to Miocene or Permian etc. saline depositional basins is known in which the salinity of brines exceeds that of saturation and precipitation limit of salts. The Red Sea, in spite of its suitable climatic situation and available charging possibilities from salt producing continental sources, both from outcrops surrounding the Red Sea and under water saline deposits of Upper Miocene has no reported modern halite deposition. The salinity of brines in the lowermost layers of water in some modern basins, like the Red Sea and the Dead Sea, is excessively higher than in the upper layers. [38, 39]. Though the phenomenon has been interpreted in different ways, especially with the fact that there is a higher density of brines in comparison with normal marine water, but there is no evidence that the brines are the products of an evaporation process.

6. Evaporation process and the depth of a sedimentary basin.

The depth of ancient saline basins is still a matter of controversy. If the deep-water model of Schmalz is accepted, the descent of salt crystals, from the water-air surface to the bottom of the basin, without dissolving enroute, is still an open question. According to evaporation processes the saturation and forming of salt crystals take place at the water-air surface, where sun energy is available. The resultant crystals ought to traverse the undersaturated water layers before they reach the bottom of the basin. The crystals will then be completely dissolved if the basin is deep enough. Schmalz states in his model, that the thickness of undersaturated water layer equals the depth to the input-output sill, and the lower shells can be saturated. Even in this case their traverse to a "safe depth" can be much longer than the depth by which any crystal may be dissolved. In other words, the greater the depth of sill the lesser the chance of salt crystals reaching the safe depth.

7. "Kuroko and Black Smokers"- type sulfates and the evaporation model.

Calcium and barium sulfates, in association with sulfide ores, both with Miocene calc-alkaline volcanic-pyroclastic rocks of Kuroko type ore and with recent hot springs on the crest of the East Pacific Rise are now well known [17, 40, 30, 21]. Due to quite different environments of formation, such sulfates are not considered as products of an evaporation process, by any of the authors. In the case of Kuroko calcium sulfates, the SO$_4$$^-$ anions, as well as the Ca$^{++}$ cations are assumed to be supplied by the ocean water. Only the Ba$^{++}$ cations are assumed to be supplied by the ore forming volatiles. A similar explanation is given for the sulfates of the Black Smokers [21].

It is astonishing that the phantom of the dogma of considering an exogenous source for SO$_4$$^-$ and Ca$^{++}$ ions; for calcium sulfate, in contradiction with the source for Ba, S, Fe, Cu, Pb, Zn etc., i.e. volatiles, is so prominent in the genetic interpretations. Why are the Ca$^{++}$ and Ba$^{++}$ ions assumed to be obtained from two different sources?

Volcanogenic Model: General statement

The development of this model, like any model, is fundamentally based on available observations and data. Therefore its precision and correctness are not absolute. Its value and preference to the conventional evaporation model are probably better and universal fitting to the criteria concerning the saline-sulfate deposits and their associated features, especially their coincidence with rifting, alkaline magmatism, and stratiform base metal sulfides in red beds.

The hypothetical pre-requisites and the concept for the development of the model are discussed elsewhere [24, 27] and the first field observation and criteria for development of this model were collected in the early 1980's [25, 26], and are briefly noted below: Any type of volcanism exhausts its materials in gaseous, (volatiles), solid (pyroclasts) and fluid (lava flows) states. Some portions of magma, which may not approach to the surface (plutons) may exhaust only their volatile products. The quantity and chemical composition of exhausting materials are functions of the nature of volcanism. For example, alkaline volcanism (or rather, magmatism) usually is richer in volatiles content than other types [36, 2, 13]. The ratio of each element comprising the volatiles is also a function of the type of magmatism. For example in alkaline magmat-
Volcanogenic Model

The intracontinental rifts are amongst the important tectonic and economic features of the earth, and much of the essential fuels (hydrocarbons, radioactive ores and some coals), fertilizers (phosphates and potash), base metals and iron, as well as some important non-metallic mineral resources (halite, bauxite and some refractories) are restricted to rift systems [23]. The accumulation of saline–sulfate sediments in rift zones and the association of alkaline magmatism, especially its submarine volcanic manifestation, with rifts are well known phenomena. The temporal-spatial coincidence of the three phenomena implies a genetic interrelation among them. The present model explains, in a way, their genetic interrelations.

The rift axes, either in accordance with the geosynclinal concept [15, 8] or the plate tectonics concept [42, 43, 44, 7] are considered to be phenomena related to the splitting of a continental crust. According to the Wilson concept [42, 43] the process of splitting of continental crust, begins with hot spot domes and hot spot magmatism on an axis, i.e., the rift axis. Each hot spot, being the site of arising mantle plume [28], makes a triple junction [16, 6]. Two of the three arms may develop and produce the Red Sea type ocean, whereas the third arm may fail and make up a failed rift or an aulacogen [6, 32, 33]. By extension of the continental crust an initial depression will be formed along the developing arms. The appearance of depression is accompanied by transform faults along the margins of the depression. The extension of two parts of the split proto-continent causes more successive parallel faults and gradual deepening of the depression, as well as thinning of the continental crust along the rift zone. The extension of two parts of the proto-continent will continue until the complete splitting and separation of the continental crust. In this stage the first window of the oceanic crust appears at the bottom of the central trough of the rift zone. The free ocean water may find its way to the initial rift depression. In this case a shallow, narrow long basin will be formed. This will become a Red Sea type sedimentary basin, during the period of rifting process.

The alkaline magmatism associated with hot spot doming and rifting, either as plutons, underneath the rifting zone and the failed arm of the trilete, or as extended alkaline volcanism coming up along the transform parallel faults during the rifting period, introduces tremendous amounts of volatiles into the sedimentary basin (or parallel basins, in the case of disconnected water in parallel depression along the rift system). If the failed rift, which strikes at a high angle into the developed rift zone makes up a shallow
depression before its stagnancy the alkaline magmatism may not be able to manifest as volcanism but the plutons may exist underneath the failed arm, i.e. the aulacogen. In this case the volatiles will emanate and charge the basin with fumaroles in the absence of alkaline volcanism.

The quantity and the intensity of exhaustion of volatiles, is greater in the initial stage of the formation of depression in the rift zone, than in the main stage of rifting. Since the volatiles of magma, which has been differentiated during updoming, will emanate before the exposure of magma, as effusives, in the rift zone. The intensity of emanation of volatiles will gradually become less as the rifting develops. The emanation of volatiles, as well as the alkaline volcanism itself, ceases with the first exposure of the oceanic crust, i.e. at the initial stage of oceanization. The rifting processes along the rift axis may migrate, in one direction or another, during time, so that the successive stages of updoming, subsidence, magmatism, emanation of volatiles and finally the splitting of the crust take place, with time shifting, along the rifting axis. If, due to the tectonic setting of the fractured protocrust, the splitting episode is delayed, the alkaline magmatism and the emanation of its volatiles may continue, probably due to reactivation of the already in situ existing materials (East African and Dead sea rift systems?). The reactivation may be periodic during the history of the rift system. The petrology of the alkaline magmatism, and the ratio of the volatile constituents may vary during the development of the rift system. The magmatic differentiation may produce per alkaline, carbonatitic, alkaline to subalkaline products [22,1,2,23].

The introduction of volatiles, in great quantities and short intervals, with or without the eruptive products of alkaline magmatism, in pulsative manner, into the sedimentary basin along the rift depression, in association with the terrigenous materials from the already elevated edges of the rift zone, constitute the raw materials for up to several kilometers of sediments in the rift basin. The extraordinarily rapid and frequent introduction of volatiles (especially rich in CO₂, Na, K, Cl, Ca, SO₂, H₂S, etc.) into the limited volume of water of the basin, will cause an in situ saturation of water and precipitation in the bottom of the basin, producing massive saline-sulfate accumulations. The dispersion of ions, in the basin, will take place with a moderate velocity in three dimensions (in accordance with the Brownian movement principle). If the sedimentary basin is energetic, the displacement of water loads (subbasinal currents, tides, waves etc.) will accelerate the dispersion of ions. It is obvious that the topography of the basin floor will minimize the effect of basinal currents on the velocity of dispersion. Those emanation foci which occur at the bottom of subbasinal troughs, may be safe from the currents. In this case the currents cannot disperse the emanated brines. The greater density of brines compared with water retains them at the trough's bottom (for instance in the Red Sea). Therefore the additional ions emanated will be trapped and cause the gradual increase of the salinity with subsequent saturation, precipitation and accumulation of salt-sulfate loads.

The number and size of emanation foci and their emanation rate can be unlimited. One may expect millions of tiny foci as well as giant ones, widespread on the bottom of the rift basin. Since a great part of salts will be precipitated in situ, due to in situ saturation, i.e. near the emanation foci, one can expect that the distribution of salt masses on the basin’s floor at a given time is heterogenous. The thicker and more extended masses will be formed around larger foci whereas only tiny heaps can be expected around the small foci. This will probably cause a characteristic topography on the basin’s floor. The gradual dispersion of salt producing ions in the basinal water will enrich water in saline content. A final enrichment to the degree of saturation and precipitation of salts by evaporation process may take place in these parts of the basin, where shallow water and sabkha condition exist. The enriched waters may find their way to the open ocean and cause abnormal salinity of the ocean water on a regional, even global scale, and for a geological period. The process of accumulation of saline-sulfate masses, goes on as long as the alkaline magmatic activity and rifting continue. The gradual subsidence of the basin allows the saline-sulfate deposits to accumulate and to produce loads up to several kilometers thick. The duration of accumulation is a function of the duration of emanation of ions. The rate of accumulation is a function of the rate of emanation. The type of salts and sulfates, which will be formed on the bottom of the basin, is a direct function of the chemical composition of emanating volatiles and the proportion of different elements in them. The local and short termed variations in the composition of volatiles can cause local and short termed variations in the chemistry of salt precipitates. The long termed periodical and regional changes in the chemistry of volatiles, which can be due to magmatic differentiation, will cause the successive accumulation of different types.
of salts and sulfates (halite, potash salts, gypsum, barite, etc.). In longer times and at larger distances
along the rift zone, the type of salts-sulfates, still being a
function of the type of volatiles, depends on the gradual
changes of the type of magma, along the rift zone. Hence, when and where the magma products are more
alkaline (being rich in Na, K, Cl, etc.) more saline
precipitation is expected, whereas in the case of calc-
alkaline and subalkaline (being rich in Ca, S, etc.) more
sulfate precipitation is to be expected (Kuroko, Black Smokers and modern Red Sea sulfates). The sediment-
ary basin can have a limited or unlimited connection
with the open ocean. Larger connections reduce the
chance of the evaporation process but do not affect the
in situ accumulation of the main saline-sulfate masses.
If the connection is large, considerable amounts of
dispersed brines will have a chance to escape from the
basin into the open ocean.

In a rifting episode, when the initial depression is
formed in the rift lineament, a tentative sedimentary
basin is available. If the oceanic water, for any reason,
does not find its way into the basin, or fills it only
partially, or the basin becomes later on desiccated
partly or completely, the volatiles may partly encounter
the atmosphere and partly be emitted into the intrabasi-
nal lakes (East African Rift system and Dead Sea?). In
these cases the lakes will become hypersaline and can
obtain brines from subbasinal emanations, as well as
from subaerial salts, obtained by subaerial (active or/
and fossil) volatile foci.

The volatiles of alkaline magmatism, beside the
mentioned components, may contain variable amounts
of Fe, Mn, P, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ag, Au, W, Ba, Sr, F, U,
SiO2, Al2O3, etc.). The precipitation of these compo-
nents, in different environments and in different
periods, can produce corresponding mineral resources
in the sedimentary basin.

Characteristics and implications
The proposed Volcanogenic Model can explain almost
all the problems associated with the tectonic setting and
sedimentary environments of the formation of huge
saline-sulfate deposits. In comparison with the conven-
tional evaporation model, as well as the deep-basin
model of Schmalz no contradictions exist, and the
proposed model is much more encompassing and
universal. Some characteristics, implications and com-
parison with conventional evaporation model are listed
below:

1. A clear genetic explanation is given for the temporal-
spatial interrelation of alkaline magmatism and saline-
sulfate accumulation in the rift zones. (Figure 1)

2. The unusual gigantic dimensions, thickness, rapid
precipitation, thick annual varves, purity of thick
individual beds (monomineralic beds), are explainable
by the emanation of large quantities of salt-producing
ions, in short periods, due to alkaline magmatism,
gradal subsidence of the basin, in situ saturation and
precipitation and changes in the chemical composition
of volatiles.

3. The incomplete, chaotic and inverse precipitation
cycles, which are frequent in nature, are the results of
changes in the chemical composition of the emanating
volatiles in a broad spectrum of scales. The cyclic and "in
turn" precipitation of Usiglio [41] is not necessarily
encountered in the case of giant deposits, applying this
model.

4. The depth of a sedimentary basin, which is so
problematic in terms of the explanation by conventional
evaporation model, has no significant effect on the
process of accumulation of saline-sulfate deposits in this
model. In situ saturation, just at the bottom of the basin,
provides the acceptable explanation for deep sea
precipitation. Even the defect in the Deep-Basin Model
of Schmalz is well explained with the proposed model.

5. The association of red beds, black shale with sulfides,
and saline-sulfate accumulation, as well as phospho-
rites, uranium bearing sediments and some other
associates in the rift zones, have a meaningful genetic
explanation with the proposed model. (The author has
given a genetic model for this case elsewhere; [24, 26,
27]).

6. The model implies a special chemical composition of
volatiles for each type of salt or sulfate sedimentary
member in the given basin. This means that the
petrology and geological setting of the saline and sulfate
deposits, which are the subject of the model, can
eventually characterize the related volcanism, at least in
large dimensions.

7. As the model gives little value to the evaporation
process in producing massive salt-sulfate giants, the
paleoclimatic and to a certain extent, the paleogeog-
raphical conclusions can not, anymore be made merely
on the basis of the presence of saline-sulfate deposits in
an area, since they are not necessarily evaporites. The restriction of giant saline deposits to low latitudes (Ifso) is not therefore a function of paleoclimate. This conclusion can be very determinative in the methodology of exploration for mineral resources and hydrocarbons.

9. Due to the introduction of volatiles, from the bottom of a basin, limited velocity of dispersion, and the higher specific gravity of brines in comparison to normal marine water the lower layers of basin are more saline than upper layers.

10. The model implies that the genetic interrelation between the formation of saline-sulfate giants and alkaline magmatism is closer than that with rifting.

11. The model does not exclude the feasibility of the evaporation process in producing salt-sulfate sediments in sabkha and desert, or limited scale closed shallow water environments.

Conclusion

If the Volcanogenic Model, is considered to be a feasible concept in the formation of saline deposits, a sequence of substantial questions, problems and new genetic conclusions will be set forth for discussion. At the present stage of development of this model it is difficult to predict precisely the consequences. Some conclusions and predictions are as follows:

1. The huge saline deposits of the world are principally originated from, and related to, alkaline magmatism. Therefore their temporal-spatial coincidence with rift systems, wherever they are, is due to the coincidence of rifts with the alkaline magmatism.

2. The precipitation of salts and sulfates is not necessarily the function of an evaporation process. The saturation and forming of salt and sulfate crystals can theoretically occur at any depth, but is dominant on the bottom of the basin. Therefore the saline and sulfate deposits in a sedimentary basin can not be considered as a criterion for shallow water and dry-hot climate environment in paleogeographical and paleoclimatological interpretations.

3. The Volcanogenic Model implies that the variations in the chemical and petrogenetical nature of alkaline volcanism, in time and space dimensions, in regional scale, are the first and major causes for successive precipitation of chlorides and sulfates and for the variations in their chemical composition. Volcanism, including its volatiles, with an alkaline tendency, being rich in Na, K, Cl in comparison with that of the calc-alkaline tendency produces more salt deposits, whereas, that with calc-alkaline tendency produces more sulfate products. The sedimentary environments affect the precipitation processes as a subordinate parameter after volcanism. Therefore when studying the petrogenesis and origin of saline deposits and saline basins the study of magmatism in the same time-space dimension is essential. This means that a quantitative approach to the problem of saline masses and the extension of alkaline magmatism, in rift systems, is essential in working on the genesis of saline deposits.

4. The earth’s hydrosphere, as a whole, or a definite sector of it, if confined in a semi-closed or closed sedimentary basin, operates as an agent in transformation, transportation and preservation of salt-sulfate forming ions between the volcanism and sedimentation time-space intervals. This implies the heterogeneity of the hydrosphere during its geological history, and in its geographical and vertical dimensions in different scales. In other words during some periods of the earth’s history, like Proterozoic-Lower Cambrian, Devonian, Permian-Triassic, Jurassic-Cretaceous and Miocene-Pliocene, due to extended alkaline magmatism, in vast areas of the earth’s hydrosphere the salinity has been abnormally high.

5. As the evaporation process, according to the Volcanogenic Model, is not the main process for precipitation of salt-sulfate deposits, the term " evaporites" is not a proper name for such sediments. Hence, we may use the term "saturites" or "massive saline-sulfate deposits" instead of evaporites for these sediments.
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